Do people differ in their use of heuristics in sentence processing?
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It is a well-known phenomenon that many interpersonal verbs impute causality to either subject or object of an event (Garvey & Caramazza, 1974). Some verbs (e.g., “annoy” in 1a below; expected pronoun in parentheses) tend to highlight the subject as the cause of the event
(subject-biased verbs); others (e.g., “notice” in 1b) are biased towards the object (objectbiased verbs).
(1)

a. Oskar annoyed Emma, because (he)…
b. Oskar noticed Emma, because (she)…

This implicit causality is not a binary assignment but only a probabilistic property of those
verbs; encountering a bias-incongruent pronoun like “she” in 2b results in longer first-pass
reading times and regression path durations (Koornneef & Berkum, 2006; Featherstone &
Sturt, 2010), and a pronounced P600 (Berkum, Koornneef, Otten, & Nieuwland, 2007).
(2)

a. Oskar noticed Emma, because she waved at him.
b. Emma noticed Oskar, because she looked up.

In addition, individual differences in the use of implicit causality have been explored, but
with equivocal results: Whereas Long and De Ley (2000) report an early effect of incongruence (in a probe-recognition task) only among participants that scored high in a NelsonDenny Reading Test, Koornneef and Berkum (2006) do not find a corresponding interaction
of participants’ working memory capacity (assessed with a Reading Span Task) and the magnitude of their response to unexpected pronouns (in self-paced reading and eye-tracking).
Thus, it is not clear if there are individual differences in the use of implicit causality.
A number of psycholinguistic studies report individual differences in language processing
(e.g., Just & Carpenter, 1992; Mecklinger, Schriefers, Steinhauer, & Friederici, 1995), albeit
mostly for the resolution of syntactic ambiguities. We conducted an eye-tracking experiment
to investigate whether an individual’s working memory capacity modulates the effect of pronouns that are incongruent with a verb’s implicit causality, and thus used a subtle manipulation where the resolution towards the subordinate interpretation did not affect the syntactic
structure of the sentence. We assessed our participants’ working memory capacity with an
Operation Span Task (Turner & Engle, 1989).
Incongruent pronouns
led to a higher probability of re-reading the
verb, object, conjunction, and pronoun (z > 2)
and longer re-reading
times on the subject and
the verb of the main
clause (t > 2). We also
found a higher first-pass
regression probability
from post-critical regions (z > 2) in incongruent
sentences. Figure 1: Re-reading time and probability on the verb as a function of congruence
Moreover, individuals and working memory capacity (grouped for illustrative purposes).
with a higher operation
span showed a greater effect of bias-incongruence in the re-reading probability for the verb
(Est. = 0.17, CI = ±0.16, z = 2.1, p > .05).

Our results suggest that individuals with a higher working memory capacity inhibit the subordinate interpretation of a proposition, whereas individuals with lower capacity maintain all
interpretations regardless of their respective probability. Consequently, high-span readers
have to engage in reanalysis when they encounter an unusual configuration such as an incongruent pronoun in our experiment. Low-span readers can retrieve the subordinate interpretation from active memory and thus show a smaller effect of incongruence. This interpretation
is in line with Friederici, Steinhauer, Mecklinger, and Meyer (1998) and Gunter, Wagner, and
Friederici (2003), who show that only individuals with a larger working memory capacity
suppress the subordinate interpretation of syntactic ambiguities and homonyms. Evidence
from the research on working memory and executive control gives further support to the inhibition hypothesis (Unsworth, Schrock, & Engle, 2004). Moreover, our results indicate that
individual differences in language processing are not constrained to structural phenomena but
also extend to subdued heuristic properties like implicit causality.
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